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Togetherness Is The Best Medicine
The mission of Ronald McDonald House Charities® (RMHC®) of Greater Las Vegas
is to create and support programs that directly improve the health, education, and
well-being of children in our community.
The Ronald McDonald House® is the cornerstone program of RMHC and provides
temporary housing for families who travel to Las Vegas to receive critical medical
treatment for their children.

Thriving, Not Just Surviving!
Dear Family and Friends!
If there is one thing 2020 taught us, it’s that trauma and illness won’t wait for
a vaccine or cure. Even in a world consumed by COVID-19, car accidents,
cancer, heart defects and premature births kept right on happening – and
families in crisis kept showing up at the doorstep of our Ronald McDonald
House in greater need than ever.
Almost overnight, our RMHC Board, staff, volunteers, and supporters reacted
swiftly to the realization that there would never be anything usual about
“business as usual” again. Within weeks of our own community’s closures,
the RMHC Las Vegas Chapter became one of the first 10 Houses in the
nation - and one of the first 20 Houses in the world - to be reinstated as an
essential service, open and operating, to shelter and care for those families
whose children’s life-saving procedures could not wait a moment longer.
Through the pandemic, RMHC Las Vegas provided more than 2,000 nights of comfort and care to
families in medical crisis in 2020. And our Ronald McDonald Care Mobile served on the front lines of
the battle against the virus by providing COVID-19 screening and testing. These were both proud and
humbling achievements.
Now, we look ahead with excitement and cautious optimism that lessons, learned the hard way, have
helped us emerge stronger and safer in 2021.
This latest RMHC Impact Report is dedicated to all of our loyal RMHC supporters who stepped up – not
back – during this past year. Because of YOU, we were able to thrive – not just survive! And to those
who had no choice but to wait for the danger to pass, we welcome you back with open arms – yes, a real
hug – for there is much work to be done in 2021.
Stay tuned for more exciting details as we prepare for the next decade of growth for RMHC of Greater
Las Vegas.

Alyson McCarthy
Chief Executive Officer

A Mother’s Milestones & Miracles
Alaska was undergoing a routine ultrasound
at 24 weeks, when the doctor gave her some
devastating news – her baby had a rare condition
called Pentalogy of Cantrell, in which some of
the baby’s organs were developing outside of the
baby’s body.
Soon after that appointment, Alaska traveled from
her home in northern Nevada to Las Vegas to
be near the specialized care her daughter would
need once born.

following months, Leyah
underwent multiple
surgeries to ensure her
vital organs were correctly
placed. Alaska relied on
the Ronald McDonald
House’s shuttle van daily
to stay at her baby’s side
through the ups and
downs.
“The Ronald McDonald House allowed me to be
with my baby every single day, and I feel like that’s
the reason she was able to heal so quickly.”
Alaska celebrated multiple holidays and milestones
at the House, including Christmas, Valentine’s Day,
Mother’s Day, as well as her 20th birthday. Alaska
and her fiancé Shawn even got engaged in the
beautiful courtyard!
“The House means everything to me. It’s more than
just financial help. When you stay at the House,
you have emotional support too. I don’t know what I
would have done without the
Ronald McDonald House.”

One out of every three
families stay with RMHC Las
Vegas longer than a month.
Alaska and Shawn spent
nearly five months at the
Once Alaska gave birth to little Leyah at Sunrise
House before taking Leyah
Children’s Hospital, the baby was whisked away to home, where she’s growing
the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit. During the
stronger every day!
“Checking into the Ronald McDonald House was
a huge relief. It was hard for me to even think
past the actual birth.”

Since 1998, the Las
Vegas Ronald McDonald
House has served 5,352
families for a total of
65,978 nights.

Ronald McDonald Care Mobile®
Creating Confident Smiles
5-year-old Kyrie’s
visit to the Care
Mobile was his first
dental visit ever. His
worried mom had
tried to prep her son
for the experience
by showing him
YouTube videos about going to the dentist.
Once settled in, Kyrie immediately began
pointing out the instruments he recognized
from the videos and soon warmed up to
the idea of having his teeth polished. At the
end of the appointment, Kryie exclaimed,
“Mom, I love the dentist, I want to come
back tomorrow!”

95% of the children treated
aboard Care Mobile in 2020
were on Medicaid or had no
dental insurance at all.

The Ronald McDonald Care Mobile® program
provided nearly $500,000 in dental treatment and
services to 811 children across the state in 2020.
RMHC operates the state-of-the-art mobile dental
unit in partnership with Nevada Health Centers,
providing critical dental services to underserved
children in rural and inner-city communities
throughout Nevada.
The Care Mobile expanded services in 2020 to
include homeless children in Nevada. Additionally,
in April and May 2020, the Care Mobile provided
front line support during the COVID-19 crisis by
screening and testing more than 2,000 southern
Nevadans.

Since launching
in 2005, the
Care Mobile has
treated more
than 10,800
patients in
Las Vegas and
around the state.

“Dental hygiene is always beneficial,
but it was out of our reach. These
services ease the financial strain.
Thank you!”
- Parent of Care Mobile Patient

RMHC Scholarship Program
RMHC Las Vegas, along
with McDonald’s® and other
community partners, awarded
$163,500 in scholarships to
136 high school graduates
and alumni in spring 2021.
Since 1999, RMHC has
awarded more than $4.5M
in scholarships to students
and alumni in Clark and Nye
counties.

Future in Design & Dance
Aaron Marentic is an engineering
student at Northwest Career &
Technical Academy in Las Vegas,
who plans to attend the University of
Nevada Las Vegas in the fall to study
Architectural Engineering. Aaron is
also hoping to pursue his passion
for dance at UNLV as a member
of The Rebel Girls & Company. He
says receiving the RMHC Las Vegas
Scholarship is helping him achieve his
dream of receiving a higher education
without going into debt.
“The smallest scholarship makes the biggest difference. It’s
helping you achieve your goals without having to be in debt
the rest of your life. If I don’t have to worry about being in debt,
then I have the freedom to pursue the things I want to do.”

Keeping the Public Informed
Kiara Adams, a student at Silverado High School in Las Vegas, spent
her senior year attending classes and participating in extracurricular
activities online. As Student Body Media Coordinator, she managed
the school’s website and Instagram accounts, playing a vital role in
keeping students and parents informed during the pandemic. Kiara
plans to put her media skills to use as a journalism student at the
University of Arizona. Kiara, who comes from three generations of
educators, always knew she’d go to college, but how to pay for it was
the big question.
“Receiving this scholarship is extremely important to me. My older
sister is in college as well and my parents are paying two tuitions. This scholarship helps take
financial stress off my parents and at the same time will help me further my goals.”

Ronald McDonald Family Room®
The Ronald McDonald Family Room® provided a quiet place of respite
to more than 2,300 family members in 2020, allowing them to be steps
away from their child’s bedside in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit at
Sunrise Children’s Hospital.
The Family Room was forced to close in March 2020 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic but reopened to families in early 2021.
The Family Room provides a place of comfort, away from the busy
critical care environment, where family members can relax, shower,
grab a snack, take a daytime nap, or even sleep overnight in a private
room. Since opening in 2016, more than 68,000 people have visited
the Family Room.

A Place & A Moment To Rest
At 20 weeks
pregnant,
Yvonne
McKinnon’s
baby girl was
diagnosed with
a congenital
diaphragmatic
hernia, which was causing all the baby’s
organs to develop in her chest. Little
Savannah underwent four surgeries in four
months, and her parents were able to be by
her side every step of the way thanks to the
Ronald McDonald Family Room. “It allowed
us to step out of the baby’s room and have
a moment and a place to rest. And then we
felt more ready to be there for our child for
the next several hours.”

30 Family Room
Volunteers

936
Volunteer Hours
“My son needed open heart
surgery 11 days after birth. The
Family Room brought some
much-needed solitude as we
spent our lives at the hospital
around the clock. We are
eternally grateful.”
- Family Room Guest

Lunch Is On Us!
After more than 15 years and with more than 450,000 lunches served, our Lunch Is On Us! hospital meal
delivery program has come to an end as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Since the program began
in 2004, the program has covered the cost of $1.7M in lunches for families sitting at their children’s
bedside.
The Lunch Is On Us! Program has helped alleviate some of the emotional, physical, and financial
hardships of parents and families sitting bedside of a child receiving treatment at Sunrise Children’s
Hospital, University Medical Center, Cure 4 the Kids Children’s Specialty Center, and Summerlin Hospital.
“When my son was in the hospital, I was so
terrified I wouldn’t leave his room, even to go to
the cafeteria. Then someone from the Ronald
McDonald House stopped by and brought me a
lunch bag. I will never forget your kindness and
understanding of parents being too afraid to go
far while their kid is not well.”
- Lunch Is On Us! Recipient
While the program is going away, the need for simple comforts remains. As such, RMHC Las Vegas will
be launching a hospitality cart program in the near future to deliver healthy snacks, blankets, books,
toys, hygiene items, and much more. This program model will allow RMHC to continue its mission to
provide comfort and care directly to families in Las Vegas hospitals during their child’s recovery.
RMHC Las Vegas extends a heartfelt thank you to the thousands of individual and corporate group
volunteers who have spent countless hours making and delivering the lunches over the years, and to all
the volunteers who decorated lunch bags with inspirational messages and colorful pictures.

Year In Review
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Individuals Served
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11 Days
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Of Families Live In Nevada

Average Length of Stay

Hotel Stays Provided When
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28%

of families stay due to
critical heart conditions

70%

24%
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premature birth

of families come from
low-to-moderate income
households, an increase
from 62% in 2019

20%

of families stay for
trauma-related injuries

2020 Financials
INCOME SOURCES
Contributions & Grants

EXPENSES
$1,381,093

Paycheck Protection Program

$170,500

Special Events

$253,943

Program Revenue Room Donations

$8,574

Program Expenses:
Ronald McDonald House

$865,960

Ronald McDonald Family Room

$105,620

RMHC Scholarships

$180,334

Lunch Is On Us!

$46,725

In-Kind Donations

$662,225

Ronald McDonald Care Mobile

$185,078

Investment Gain

$359,440

Supporting Services:
Fundraising

$234,686

Management & General

$231,480

Total Income

$2,835,775

Source: 2020 Audited Financials

Total Expenses

$1,849,883

75¢ of every dollar donated directly helps families!
INCOME

* Includes individuals, businesses, foundations, and room donations
** Includes a land donation and leased hospital space

EXPENSES

2021 RMHC Board of Directors
Executive Committee:
Alfred Pozos, Ph.D., Chair
Deborah Mitchell, Chair-Elect
Angelica Silveyra, Secretary
Kristi Walton, Treasurer
Eva Martin, Past Chair

Board Members:
Mark Amox
Lee Barrett
Adrian Bernal
Laurie Biddle
Brent Bohn
Ashley Fawcett
Roger Jones

Jerry Merrill
Patricia Navarro-Issel
Tamara Peterson
James Rensvold
Julie Samuelson
Michelle Thompson
Jeff Wells
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